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Baker Dearing UTC Projects Coordinator 
Job title: UTC Projects Coordinator 

Work location: Work from home, with travel required on a regular basis to UTCs around England. 
Half-termly meetings in person at UTCs in England. 

Reporting to: Kate Ambrosi, Assistant Director of Education 

Full time/part time: full time or part time or term-time only 

Hours of work: 37.5 hours 

Holidays: 25 days plus bank holidays 

Salary: Circa £40,000, dependent on experience and location. Plus 5% pension contribution and an 
opportunity to join a health scheme after 3 month probation. 

Start date: ASAP 

Deadline for application: 15th October 2021 

Interview process:  

• Stage one: Please send a CV and covering letter to director@utcolleges.org  
• Stage two: Online interview in the week commencing 25th October 2021. 
• Stage three: In-person interview at a UTC in the week commencing 1st November 2021. 

Any questions? Please email director@utcolleges.org with ‘UTC Projects Coordinator’ in the 
subject line. 
 

Baker Dearing Educational Trust: 

Baker Dearing exists only to support University Technical Colleges (UTCs). Established in 2009, 
Baker Dearing sits at the centre of the UTC network and is uniquely placed to provide co-ordinated 
support to, and advocacy for, UTCs, as well as communications both within the network and to a 
broader audience. 

In this role you would be part of a small and passionate team of 9 professionals working for the 
Baker Dearing Educational Trust (BDET or Baker Dearing). This team works remotely, meeting on 
Zoom every week and in person once each half term at a UTC.  

University Technical Colleges (UTCs) are government-funded schools with a STEM focus. They 
provide a unique and relevant approach to education which addresses the changing needs of 
students and employers in the 21st Century. Established by companies and universities in areas of 
high demand for talent, UTCs provide sought-after technical qualifications and benefit from industry 
standard equipment and specialist staff to provide students with the skills valued by employers. 
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Role summary: 

Working under the supervision of the Assistant Director of Education, the UTC Projects Coordinator 
will organise, facilitate, and support planned projects, events and activities for UTC students and 
teachers. Projects will include building a new partnership of ECO UTCs and developing an offer to 
support the girls attending UTCs across England. The UTC Projects Coordinator will also work with 
the team to recruit new employer partners to support the projects and events. In addition, the UTC 
Projects Coordinator will work with the Events and Communications Manager to promote the 
activities using, for example, social media to raise the profile of the UTCs. 

Key tasks/duties: 

• Work as part of the Baker Dearing team and UTCs to attract new employer partners. 
• Organise and support 5 UTC specialist teacher networks. 
• Organise training, with the support of employers and universities, to upskill teachers of 

technical specialisms. 
• Support a wide range of UTC partnership projects and evaluate their impact through, for 

example, soliciting feedback from attendees. 
• Support Baker Dearing’s Events and Communications Manager with in-person and online 

events. 
• Support Baker Dearing’s marketing function by providing social media contents for events 

and activities. 

Knowledge, skills, attributes and abilities: 

Essential: 
A successful candidate will: 

1. Have a good understanding of schools, colleges or UTCs. 
2. Be exceptionally well organized, manage their time well and able to prioritise tasks 

effectively. 
3. Enjoy working on multiple, diverse projects simultaneously. 
4. Work effectively alone and with a team who are largely working remotely. 
5. Demonstrate excellent written and verbal communication skills. 
6. Have the demonstratable ability to use Microsoft packages well, including Outlook, Word and 

Excel. 
7. Have good project management skills. 
8. Be able to build relationships with a varied stakeholder group. 

Desirable: 
A successful candidate will: 

1. Have a demonstrated ability to use social media such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram for 
professional promotional purposes. 

2. Be innovative in finding solutions to problems and opportunities to improve the service 
provided by Baker Dearing. 

3. Have a demonstrated ability to engage new partners in education activities. 
4. Have managed multiple projects. 


